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healthy hair. 
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common hair problems and
product recommendations.
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I developed this e-book to help you
understand your hair in an easy and
relatable way. You’ve probably
experienced or are experiencing one
or more of the most common hair
concerns that we address daily in our
emails or social media, so think of this
as your little black book that you can
always come back to at any point and
I guarantee you; the answers will
always be here.

Warm Regards, 
Phumzile

Hello

PHUMZILE MTHEMBU
Founder: Afrosense Haircare

@AfrosenseZA

@afrosense_

Welcome
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Let's get Started!



I’ve always been interested in hair; I’ve always
sought to understand what works and
doesn’t work for my hair. I’m that person who
asks the hairdresser what products are they
going to use on my hair beforehand and why,
I’ve never been shy to walk into a salon with
my own products and explain to them why
and how they should be using them on my
hair. I view hairdressers as assistants in my
hair journey and have always believed that
it’s my responsibility to know my hair. I live
with my hair daily, my hairdresser doesn’t. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Phumzile Mthembu
Hair-lo. Hello/həˈləʊ,hɛˈləʊ/
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As a result, I’ve managed to develop incredible relationships with my hairdressers because I’ve
always built every relationship I’ve had as a consultative relationship where we both get to
learn and I believe that’s how we should be with our hairdressers. 

A large portion of the South African haircare industry operates in a different reality from my
idyllic experience. Consumers have to pay a lot of money to access these type of salons and
knowing our social landscape; it excludes a lot of women from experience such places.

The recent boom of the Natural Hair Industry has seen an increase of both international and
local products reaching our supermarkets but there’s still a huge gap that’s focused on
education. 
When I started Afrosense in 2018, the vision of the brand was to make an impact beyond sales. I
believe in creating products that not only solve a customer’s problem but helps to inspire
customer loyalty by building trust. I want my customers to find new and better ways to use hair
products and provide them more value. I want them to experience an intimate connection
with their hair. I believe it an invisible ‘Sense’. What we sense triggers feelings, our hair
triggers a feeling. It triggers confidence.



Chapter

INFLUENCES
OUR HAIR?

WHAT

We are vastly different; and while we can buy the same product
and experience the same feeling, we need to understand what
influences our hair; from externally and internally.

01
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GENETICS
Genetics influence hair density (the number of strands of hair
growing out of each square-meter of your scalp), color and
texture. Influence does not mean that they get to have the final
say, natural and botanical ingredients can help alleviate some
disorders. 
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African hair produces plenty of protective oils, called sebum,
which keeps our hair healthy. In fact, African hair actually produces
more oils than Caucasian and Asian hair. However, due to the
tight curls, the oil doesn’t spread evenly along the hair fiber.

You may think that highly coiled hair is unique to those of African
ancestry, but it is not. It is, however, quite rare in other ethnic
groups. So rare, in fact, that when it is seen in Caucasians and
Asians it is referred to as a syndrome: “Woolly Hair Syndrome”.



Hormones are another factor that influence your hair wellness.
Understanding how changes in your hormones affect your hair will
help to determine which supplements you can take to maintain your
hair health. Have a conversation with any woman who has given birth
and you will learn that hormonal changes have resulted in most of
them experiencing post-partum hair loss. Whether estrogen and
progesterone levels are stable, unstable, or elevated, it’s going to
influence how well hair is growing and result in changes to its quality.  

HORMONES
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Hormonal activity of commonly used black hair products have been
studied extensively over the past years to study the several endocrine
disrupting chemicals that are associated with adverse health
outcomes. Commonly used hair products are hormonally active, with
impacts on the estrogen, androgen and progesterone providing
critical information for understanding how hair products as a mixture
could have a biological effect and potentially affect hormonally
mediated disease risk.



For women, hair changes usually occur at a few specific
moments throughout their life. During pregnancy, hair may feel
full and healthy, but postpartum, hair may thin and fall out due to
hormonal changes. As women approach menopause (usually in
their 50’s, but symptoms can start in the mid-to-late 30’s for some
women) there’s less progesterone and estrogen in the body.
Women may notice a receding hairline or hair that’s less full
than it once was. You have probably noticed that our mothers and
grandmother’s hair starts to fall off as they get older. 

AGING
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Hair graying is commonly associated with increased age. The
regulation of melanin production, and thus, hair pigmentation is
affected by numerous factors, including hair cycle-dependent
variations, sex and racial differences, hormones, genetics, and
age-related changes.



A healthy diet can help your hair stay strong and shiny. What you
eat can also keep you from losing your hair. If you’re not getting
certain nutrients from food, you might see the effects in your hair.
Essential fatty acids, especially omega-3s, play a key role in the
health of your skin, hair, and nails. Protein is also critical for
keeping your hair healthy, but many people don't get enough. Lean
meats like fish and chicken, eggs, and soy products are good
sources. Thyroid disease, anemia, autoimmune diseases, and
hormone issues may also cause changes or loss of hair.

FOOD & DIET
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Vitamins B6, B12, and folic acid are also important to your hair.
Vegetarians and vegans often don't get enough of them.
Foods with B6 include bananas, potatoes (both white and sweet),
and spinach. Major sources of B12 include meat, poultry, fish, and
dairy products.



There has been increased awareness amongst consumers of the
damage caused by harsh chemicals as well as the effects of
synthetic preservatives on their hair. Hair products which use
natural or organic ingredients are gaining popularity because
consumers have realized how these products alter their hair
health and quality. Although product ingredients are on the
spotlight, application and functional benefits of products also
affect our overall hair experience. 

HAIR PRODUCTS
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Most hair care products are made to give your hair instant and
very fast results. To achieve this, toxic chemicals are used in
abundance during the manufacturing of these products. These
chemicals are the most important of the harmful ingredients in hair
products. Everyone is very pleased to see the hair clean, shiny,
plump, and smooth. However, this means a quick but short-term
satisfaction. 



Good hair maintenance will result in your hair growing and striving
over time. You can purchase the bestselling products in the market
but if you don’t have a routine that you take responsibility for then
you will continue looking at products and not habits to solve your
hair concerns. This is why the South African Haircare industry was
estimated to be worth R9.7 billion in 2020. A lot of women would
prefer to spend money on a product that they hope will keep their
hair moisturized and overlook their part in contributing to their
hair health.

 MAINTENANCE
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Before choosing any hair care regimen, it is essential to analyze
your hair type and identify the causes for hair issues. The results
of the analysis will determine the required hair care routine and
treatment. 



Chapter

HAIR
PROBLEMS

COMMON

Most people that have reached out to our mails and socials
have experienced at least one or more of these common hair
problems that we'll be discussing briefly. If you are experiencing
any of these concerns, be reassured to know that you are not
alone and that the solution is easier that what you would
expect.

02
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Most people find it hard
to believe that hair can
get dehydrated.  When
your hair looks flat, stiff
and crunch when
touching; chances are
it’s probably dehydrated.
Your environment
(weather), diet changes,
age and hair products
are the common causes
of dry hair. Excessive
use of heat styling tools
and exposure also
cause your hair to be dry
and brittle.
 

DRY AND BRITTLE HAIR
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THE BIGGEST MYTH ABOUT TREATING DRY HAIR
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The most important thing we can do for our hair is to drink water along with a good
diet and a healthy hair routine. I know, sounds easy right? But it’s the truth. Our
health really is our wealth. Once we’ve established good habits, it’s only then that
we can use products that complement our daily haircare routine.

Rice water for moisture- While rice
water DOES contain nutrients found
when the water has fermented, the
tricky thing with almost all DIY
products is always about overusing
ingredients that consumers have no
scientific knowledge on and if the
consumer has all the info needed to
make the right choice.

Did you know that PROTEIN is one of
the nutrients found in water?  Your
water actually absorbs protein too,
and because you cannot
scientifically see the amount of
protein in the rice water, you end up
absorbing too much protein. What
happens when you absorb too much
protein? Your hair absorbs less
moisture. 



·Hydrate daily: Use a Spray that
ensures moisture retention
throughout the day. 

·Product recommendation: The
Afrosense Daily Hair Spray is
proven to hydrate and prevent
dryness. Your hair will retain
moisture throughout the day.
·The Afrosense Whipped Shea
butter is a must have to ensure that
your air is sealed after hydration.
That’s how you’ll achieve maximum
moisture retention.

Click below link to purchase
products:
Afro Sense Daily Hair Spray

Afro Sense Whipped Shea Butter

 Your solution:
• Gentle hands makes happy coils:
Hair that is dry needs very little
manipulation. Avoid harsh combing
and always use your finger to
detangle or a wide tooth brush.

·Protect your hair from seasonal
elements: Summer and winter are
especially hard on the hair. With
chlorine from pools and excessive
sun exposure, it’s a recipe to wreak
havoc on your coils. On the other
hand, winter months are known for
being extremely harsh on the hair
due to the dry air.

·Let it rest: The more you overwork
your hair, the more prone to dryness
it becomes. Use minimal or low
setting heat or skip heat styling if
possible. Comb through damp hair
with a leave-in conditioner so it will
absorb the product better without
causing too much breakage to your
strands.

 
Use minimal or low
setting heat or skip heat
styling if possible.

“
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https://afrosense.co.za/products/afro-sense-daily-hair-spray
https://afrosense.co.za/products/afro-sense-whipped-shea-butter


Dry Hair Routine:

Washday: Shampoo + Conditioner + Butter + Style
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Daily: Hydration Spritz

Mid-week: Leave-In Conditioner + Butter or Oil

Less: Heat Styling, Cotton towel

More: Gentle handling

Monthly: Hair Mask
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ITCHING SCALP

Nothing is an
uncomfortable as having
to scratch your scalp
every other second; using
hair pins, combs and
brushes while experiencing
relief that is short lived
can be frustrating when
your scalp is constantly
itching.
If your scalp further flakes
and turns red, then the
discomfort becomes even
worse.
Dandruff, medically
known as seborrheic
dermatitis; is the most
common cause of scalp
itchiness.
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THE BIGGEST MYTH ABOUT ITCHING SCALP
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It is possible to experience dry scalp without the presence of dandruff. You may
find it hard to tell the difference between dandruff and dry scalp, as they can both
present similarly. Both can cause flakes and an itchy sensation on your scalp.
But while dandruff is related to seborrheic dermatitis, dry scalp is simply related to
your skin losing too much water. This can happen when you’re not getting enough
fluids. But, it can also happen from hair products that might be stripping your scalp
of its natural oils. If you live in a cold and dry climate, you may also be more
susceptible to having a dry scalp.
If your itch isn’t letting up or your scalp becomes red or swollen, speak with your
doctor. Itchy scalp or dandruff can fortunately be treated with shampoos and other
lifestyle measures.

• An itching scalp is not a sign of
new hair growth- Believe it or not,
there are people who believe this
misinformation. Itchiness can
actually signify that your scalp is not
at its healthiest, which can
negatively impact hair growth.

• You should scratch away flakes
before shampooing- This is false-
roughing up the surface of the hair
can cause irritation, pain and even
infections—not to mention the flakes
could come back even thicker
because the scalp is trying to
protect itself. Step away from the
rattail comb!



 Your solution:
• Treating a dry and itching scalp
involves switching to a gentle
shampoo that contains as few
additives, sulfates and parabens
as possible that may remove moisture
from your scalp.
• Practice good hygiene. Do your
best to resist the urge to touch your
scalp, especially if it’s already itchy.
Scratching can increase irritation
and lead to a vicious cycle. When you
touch and scratch, you can also
introduce dirt into the mix that can
make dandruff and the itching worse.
• Massage your scalp. Scalp
massages are great at alleviating
itch. A scalp massager should be
part of your hair tools. 
• Gently brush your hair. Brush your
hair when it’s damp (not wet);
regular massaging promotes blood
flow.

• Limit friction. Limit the wearing of
hats and scarfs with synthetic
materials, satin is best as it protects
hair from dryness caused by friction
between your hairs.

• Product recommendation: The
Afrosense Sulfate free Shampoo
is a gentle shampoo that doesn’t
strip your hair of its natural oils. It
provides relief to your scalp by
unclogging pores and clarifies with
few washes.
• Our Treat & Grow Oil reduces
flaking attributed to dandruff and
reliefs hair of itching. 

Click the below link to purchase
products:
Afro Sense Shampoo

Afro Sense Treat & Grow Oil

Brush your hair when
it’s damp (not wet).

“
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https://afrosense.co.za/products/afro-sense-sulfate-free-shampoo
https://afrosense.co.za/products/afro-sense-treat-and-grow-hair-oil


Itchy Scalp Routine:

Washday: Hot Oil Treatment +Shampoo +
Conditioner + Butter + Style
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Daily: Hydration Spritz

Mid-week: Leave-In Conditioner + Butter or Oil

Less: Scratching

More: Scalp Massages

Monthly: x2 Hot Oil Treatments
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3. BREAKING & SPLIT ENDS

Understanding hair growth
factors is important for
establishing a solid hair-
care routine. Terminal
length is the longest
length that any hair on
your hair can grow given
your monthly hair growth
rate and the length of your
growth phase. It is the
length that your hair would
reach if it were never cut,
never broke and was
allowed to simply grow
freely without
interruption. Once hair
has completed its growth
period, it will shed
naturally and be pushed
out by a new growing
strand. 
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THE BIGGEST MYTH ABOUT SPLIT ENDS
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All hair goes through 3 specific phases in its life. The growing phase, resting stage
and shedding stage.
Our hair growth happens through a 2-step process: when hair emerges from the
roots and hair retention along the length and the end of our hair. 
Hair growth is a biological response, it occurs naturally. Length retention on the
other hand is strongly dependent on personal haircare methods and requires effort
to sustain
Split ends occurs along the length and at the end of our hair- which can be more
visibly seen. 

• Trimming constantly prevents
split ends: This is untrue because
some hair doesn't just split at the
ends. When splits happen higher up
on the hair shaft, then cutting the
tips of your hair off is not going to do
you any good.
• Split ends can’t be prevented:
There is some truth to a certain
degree on this statement, while
there isn’t a foolproof method of
preventing ends, you can slow down
the damage and the rate at which
your hair splits. Conditioning and
hair hydration products will keep the
splits along the hair shaft from
causing breakage.

• Only those with damaged hair
get split ends: Anyone can get split
ends, even those who have had the
healthiest hair all their lives. Split
ends are based on the shape of your
hair strands; round is least prone
whereas flat is most prone.



 Your solution:
• Using a wide-toothed comb to
detangle your hair will prevent further
damage to strands that are weak.
• Using a leave-in conditioner after
shampooing will allow add an extra
layer of protection to your strands
while providing the required moisture
to prevent further damage.
• Use a heat-protective spray, and
minimize the use of heat.
• Take supplements that strengthen
the hair, such as biotin and folic
acid.

Take supplements that
strengthen the hair,
such as biotin and folic
acid.

“
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• Product recommendation:
 The Afrosense Sulfate Free
Conditioner will leave your strands
soft and moisturized. Its lightweight
formula ensures a smooth coating of
your strands while working to reverse
hair from breaking.
• The Afro Sense Leave-In
Conditioner has Rosemary Oil which
aids in slowing down the rate of hair
breakage. It’s lightweight and works
as a great heat protectant.

Click the below link to purchase
products: 
Afro Sense Conditioner

Afro Sense Leave-In Conditioner

https://afrosense.co.za/products/afro-sense-sulfate-free-conditioner
https://afrosense.co.za/products/afro-sense-sulfate-free-leave-in-conditioner


Breaking & Split ends routine:

Washday: Shampoo + Deep Conditioner + Butter +
Style
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Daily: Hydration Spritz with Leave-In conditioner

Mid-week: Leave-In Conditioner  or Oil

Less: Heat Styling

More: Low manipulation

Monthly: x2 Deep Conditioning Treatments
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HAIR LOSS

The most common hair loss
found in both men and women
is ‘Hereditary hair loss’,
which is the most common
cause of hair loss worldwide.
In men, it’s called male pattern
hair loss. Women get female
pattern hair loss. Regardless
of whether it develops in a
man or woman, the medical
term is androgenic alopecia.
No matter which term you use,
it means that you’ve inherited
genes that cause your hair
follicles to shrink and
eventually stop growing hair.
Shrinking can begin as early as
your teens, but it usually starts
later in life. In women, the
first noticeable sign of
hereditary hair loss is usually
overall thinning or a
widening part. When a man
has hereditary hair loss, the
first sign is often a receding
hairline or bald spot at the top
of his head.
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HAIR LOSS
Another form of hair loss is ‘Alopecia
areata’; this is a disease that develops
when the body’s immune system
attacks hair follicles (what holds the
hair in place), causing hair loss. You
can lose hair anywhere on your body,
including your scalp, inside your nose,
and in your ears. Some people lose
their eyelashes or eyebrows. 

Other factors which may lead to hair
loss are Childbirth, illness, or other
stressors. A few months after giving
birth, recovering from an illness, or
having an operation, you may notice a
lot more hairs in your brush or on your
pillow. This can also happen after a
stressful time in your life, such as a
divorce or death of a loved one.

Excessive chemical damage can also
lead to hair loss. Continuous use of
harsh chemicals such as perms and
relaxers can damage your hair. Over
time, this damage can lead to hair loss.

Hormonal imbalance: A common
cause of this imbalance is polycystic
ovary syndrome (PCOS). It leads to
cysts on a woman’s ovaries, along with
other signs and symptoms, which can
include hair loss. Stopping some types
of birth control pills can cause a
temporary hormonal imbalance. Women
who develop a hormonal imbalance
can develop thinning hair (or hair loss)
on their scalp.

A scalp infection can lead to scaly
and sometimes inflamed areas on your
scalp. You may see what look like small
black dots on your scalp. These are
actually stubs of hair. Some people
develop a bald spot.

A possible side effect of some
medications is hair loss. If you think a
medication is causing your hair loss, ask
the doctor who prescribed it if hair loss
is a possible side effect. It’s essential
that you do not stop taking the
medication before talking with your
doctor. Abruptly stopping some
medications can cause serious health
problems.
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THE BIGGEST MYTH ABOUT HAIR LOSS
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• All hair loss is permanent: FALSE.
Although hereditary hair loss may be
irreversible as it’s a genetic
condition, other forms of hair loss
can are caused by other factors such
as trauma, hormonal changes,
eating disorders, or illness can be
reversed. Women can suffer from
postpartum hair loss that rectifies
itself around 6 months after giving
birth.
• Only older people suffer from
baldness: This is also false- If you
have a family history of hair loss, you
may see the first signs of losing your
hair in your twenties. While the
majority of men experience the onset
of male pattern baldness in middle
age, for up to a quarter of men the
process will begin before they’re
even 21. But that doesn’t mean you’ll
notice it right away. Most hair loss
can only be seen after half of the
hair is gone! Hair loss that is caused
by something other than pattern
baldness is most often only
temporary.

• Genetic hair loss is passed down
through your mother’s side of the
family: We all like to blame our
mothers for many things. Male
pattern baldness, however, can be
passed on by either one of your
parents. Yes, genetics can be
blamed, but don’t pin this one any
more on your mother than you do on
your father. And it’s not grandpa’s
fault either!



 Your solution:
• Treatment can help stop or slow
hair loss. It may also help regrow
hair. The earlier treatment is started,
the better it works. Without
treatment, you will continue to lose
hair. Book a consultation with a
dermatologist the minute you
experience hair loss that appears to
be more than normal or thinning
hair.
• Hair loss caused by stressors can
be treated. If the stress stops, your
body will readjust and the excessive
shedding will stop. When the
shedding stops, most people see
their hair regain its normal fullness
within 6 to 9 months.

Book a consultation with
a dermatologist the
minute you experience
hair loss that appears to
be more than normal or
thinning hair.

“
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• The best treatment for hair loss is
through medical intervention.
Consulting a dermatologist is the first
step to understading the type of loss
you're dealing with and to explore
the many treatment options
available.
Your doctor may prescribe Monoxodil
to be applied either topically or
taken as a pill. 
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 RECEDING HAIRLINE

If you notice your scalp
becoming more visible and
your puffs or ponytails
appearing to be lighter, your
hairline might be receding
without you being aware. 
Black women in particular are
prone to a type of hair loss
called traction alopecia,
which is caused by heat,
chemicals and tight styles that
pull at the hair root, including
some braids, dreadlocks,
extensions and weaves. 
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MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT RECEDING HAIRLINE
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But not all receding hairlines are as a result of traction alopecia, some may be
caused by genetic hair loss that we’ve mentioned earlier. You will need a
dermatologist to confirm the type of alopecia you might suffer with to be properly
diagnosed and offered the applicable treatment options. 

• Hair loss is caused by decreased
blood flow to the scalp: Medically it
is believed that when your hair is
growing, you do need a significant
amount of blood flow reaching your
scalp, but once you lose your hair,
blood flow to the scalp decreases.
This is untrue, decreased flow of
blood to the scalp is a result of
hair loss, but not a cause of it.
• Shaving hair does not make it
grow back stronger. If only life was
that easy. Truth be told, a shaved
head will not prevent a bald head.
Shaving hair will not increase the
number of healthy hair already
present on the scalp and will also
not lead to thickening of hair.

not much of a distinction between hair loss
misconceptions



 Your solution:
• Building a relationship with a
stylist will help you to teach them
how to handle your hair. When you’re
getting your braids or any up do,
protective hairstyle, ask your stylist
to create looser braids and don’t pull
your front hair.
• The general rule is that braids
should be removed after 12 weeks at
most, this is to ensure that your
hairline rests from being constantly
pulled by braids.  
• For weaves and extensions, 8
weeks is the recommended time
frame to remove them and allow your
hairline to recover.

ask your stylist to create
looser braids and don’t
pull your front hair.

“
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• Product recommendation: 
The Treat & Grow Oil has Vitamin E
as an active ingredient. Vitamin E
stimulates hair growth and
strengthens weakens stands. The oil
can be applied directly on the
hairline and massaged into the scalp.

Click the below link to purchase
products: 

Afro Sense Treat & Grow Oil

https://afrosense.co.za/products/afro-sense-treat-and-grow-hair-oil


Receding hairline routine:

Washday: Shampoo + Conditioner + Butter + Style
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Daily: Hydration Spritz 

Mid-week: Leave-In Conditioner  + Butter or Oil

Less: Front pulling hairstyles, Updo hairstyle

More: Scalp Massages

Weekly: Base scalp with Oil 



I hope that this e-book has given you some

valuable insights into what most people

struggle with on a daily basis. I

encourage you to take a step towards a

healthy hair routine so you can have a

better understanding of your hair.

Remember that a stylist should work with

what you advise them of, your relationship

should be a consultative relationship

where they help you achieve your hair

goals. Extra care should always be taken

to reduce your hair from breaking and split

ends, to limit exposure to outside damage

and high-manipulating hair styling. 

You ought to enjoy your hair and to have

some fun while taking care of it too.

   REACH ME HERE

LET'S GET YOU
STARTED

Should you have any concern or question,

I'm here to help you through it. Reach me

on E-mail by clicking on the link above.
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Thank you for reading!
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All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or
used in any manner without the prior written permission of the
copyright owner, except for the use of brief quotations in a
book review.
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